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UNMISTAKABLE 
HANDMADE DESIGN 

SINCE 1996. 

CURVACEOUS.  TIMELESS. INIMITABLE.
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W elcome to my 2015 collection. These 
designs are the culmination of  20 years of 
design and production experience and I’m 

proud to share my latest creations with you today.

As you browse through this brochure, you’ll discover 
unique ways you can express your individual style 
in your home; each collection is distinctive with a 
progressive shape while maintaining an enduring appeal. 

The artistic style of each piece means that the furniture 
can stand alone, while the curved lines running through 

the core of each collection make them endlessly combinable. My intention has 
always been for the designs to be cohesive so I love to see furniture from 
different collections used in one space, with customers confident that they will 
look stunning togther. 

Furniture in this brochure is a fraction of the extensive designs that make up my 
full collection, so to see more please visit www.tomschneider.co.uk.
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CURVACEOUS.
TIMELESS.

INIMITABLE.

OUR DESIGN 
HERITAGE
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Tom Schneider began designing and producing furniture by hand in an ar tisan 
workshop. He aimed to harness the unique, to create both visually striking and 
beautifully formed furniture of enduring style.

Breaking away from the rigidity of straight lines, Tom embraced curved shapes and 
relished the challenge of bringing his complex designs to life. His focus on creating 
stylish furniture over fashion led pieces gives all his designs a timeless quality, perfectly 
illustrated by the enduring popularity of the DNA shelves. 

We strive to look beyond trends and produce furniture that can’t be found 
elsewhere, that will bring value and everlasting enjoyment to our customers.

Today, the Tom Schneider name has become synonymous with curves and we treat 
each new collection as a chance to create the most inspiring and innovative designs 
in contemporary interiors.



OUR
TECHNIQUE

We pride ourselves on producing furniture of the highest quality, made by ar tisans 
with passion and a dedication to achieving excellence for you, our customer.

Unique to the furniture industry, Tom’s progressive designs and unconventional 
shapes pushed him to create innovative production methods, which mean there is no 
large scale machinery used to produce our furniture. 

Every piece of Tom Schneider furniture is lovingly hand crafted. Expert hands coax 
the wood into shape using jigs and formers, each expressly designed to form the 
distinctive curves we’re renowned for. 

We nurture the teamwork that brings our furniture to life and work with passion 
and integrity, adhering to our core values of excellence from design and manufacture 
through to exemplary after sales service for our customers. 
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S Natural wood is a wonderful material 
with no two pieces ever the same, 
which simply adds to the uniqueness 
of your furniture. We choose the finest 
veneers, ensuring they come from tree 
trunks that are clearest of branches to 
avoid large knots and blemishes in your 
furniture.

All designs are available in a choice 
of nine wood veneers: Oak Blonde, 
Oak Natural, Cherry Blush, Walnut 
Mocca, Walnut Natural, Walnut Noir, 
Wenge, Ebony, Zebrano.

We are committed to sourcing our 
woods with consideration for 
environmental issues therefore only use 
veneers from countries where we can 
be sure there is no illegal logging. 

Using veneers is more ethical than solid 
wood, as a smaller fraction of wood is 
required to craft each piece of beautiful 
furniture.
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Oak Blonde. We apply a pigment 
to Natural Oak to create a light, 
colour and fresh appearance.

Oak Natural. Oak has a strong 
grain pattern with distinguishing 
flecks and is light to mid brown 
in colour.

Cherry Blush. We add a deep, 
rich pigment to natural veneer 
to capture the warm red tones 
of Cherry wood.

Walnut Mocca. We apply a 
customised stain to natural 
veneer to recreate the beautiful 
lighter brown tones of Walnut.

Walnut Natural. Walnut has a 
wonderful grain character and 
a light to mid brown chocolate 
colour which lightens over time.

Wenge. Wenge is an at risk species 
so for ethical reasons we stain 
veneer to a beautiful Wenge colour 
which captures the dark, rich tones 
of this wood.

Zebrano. As Zebrano is a vulnerable 
species we use natural veneers 
which are manipulated to recreate 
its straw-like stripes.

Ebony. Ebony is an endangered 
speicies so for ethical reasons 
we use natural veneers, which are 
manipulated to capture this wood’s 
characteristics.

Walnut Noir. We apply a deep, 
rich pigment to natural veneer 
which captures the wonderful 
darker tones of Walnut.



WE DESIGN
FOR YOU

Choice is an integral part of our offering. Every piece of Tom Schneider furniture 
is handmade to order and we give you the opportunity to customise all aspects 
of our designs until they are perfect for your home. You can also choose beyond 
our extensive range of woods, fabrics and leathers as well as our standard sizes to 
fur ther tailor the furniture to your desired look.

Our Bespoke service: 

Tom has specialised in bespoke furniture design from the very beginning and offers 
a highly personalised service to help you realise your vision by creating a unique 
piece of furniture. Our technical team will discuss all of your requirements with you 
and then work closely with Tom to produce initial drawings which can be further 
modified as needed. There is no charge for consultations or drawings and we don’t 

require any commitment before you are happy with the design.

INSIDE
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The Swirl Collection is characterised 
by distinctive rolling curves that have 
cemented it as an iconic Tom Schneider 
design. Furniture in this collection has a 
soft, flowing sense of movement and 
the smooth, swirling shapes make a 
bold statement while providing chic, 
practical furniture.

Swirl Dining Table H75 L210 D110
Poise Chair H112 L46 D50

SWIRL
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Swirl Sideboard H74 L140/180 D51
Swirl Dining Table small/medium/large
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Swirl Coffee Table H40 L120 D80
Swirl Shelves H180 L94 D32

Swirl TV Media Unit H50 L140/180 D51
Swirl Magazine Holder H31 L35 W15



Swirl Side Table H74 L120 D36 
Swirl Shelves H180 L94 D32 

Swirl Lamp Table H60 L54 D32 
Swirl Console Table H74 L94 D32 
Swirl Lovers Lamp Table H60 L90 D38
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DNA
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The DNA collection is Tom Schneider’s 
signature design and after 20 years has 
lost none of its impact. Inspired by the 
strand of life, the pieces are statuesque 
and the sculptural winding form is 
effor tlessly dramatic, making the DNA a 
real show-stopper.

DNA Whole Twist with inset glass shelves

DNA Single Strand H193 Ø43 
DNA Whole Twist with Inset Glass Shelves H193 Ø43
DNA Half  Twist H193 Ø43
DNA Lamp Table H60 Ø43
DNA Lamp Table, Single Strand H60 Ø43
  ‑ All DNA shelves are available with or without inset glass shelves
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The Curl collection balances the
complexity of design with simplicity 
of form and is the culmination of 
Tom Schneider’s rich designer heritage and 
master craftsmanship. The sleek design 
boasts curves on divergent planes which 
merge seamlessly into graceful forms, 
lending feminine accents to the strong 
masculine style.
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Curl dining and lounge furniture
collection.
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The Curl’s clean, sweeping lines emphasise the beauty of the wood while the slick, 
powerful structure of this extending dining table underlines the attention to detail and 
craftsmanship behind this design. With an intuitive mechanism, this table can be easily 
extended from seating six to comfor tably seat ten.
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200cm

300cm

Curl Extending Dining Table H74 L200 to 300  D90
Curl Dining Chairs in leather H108 W42 D60

Introducing the Curl 
Extending Dining Table



Curl Armchair H84 W74 D90
Curl 2-seater sofa H84 L180 D74
Curl 3-Seater Sofa H84 L220 D74
Curl Media Cabinet H45 L120/160 D40
Curl Armchair, as above
Curl Lamp Table H60 L60 D48
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Curl 3-Seater Sofa H84 L220 D74
Curl Coffee Table H45 L105 D64
Curl Media Cabinet H45 L120/160 D40  



The Curl Dining Table in this collection is available with or without a glass 
top and is complemented by the stunning contours of the Curl Dining 
Chair.  You can choose between wood only or upholstered chairs, in fabric 
or leather and complete the room with the sleek Curl Sideboard, which 
provides the perfect harmony between chic and practical design.
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Curl Dining Table with glass top
H74 L180 D90
Curl Dining Chairs H108 W42 D60

Curl Dining Table small, medium, large. With glass large & extra large.

Curl Sideboard H74 L160 D48
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Curl Desk large H78 L160 D70
- Curl Desk small H78 L120 D46 also available

Curl Side Table H74 L92 D39
Curl Console Table H74 L120 D36 
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Named for its winding, serpentine 
curves, the stunning furniture in the 
Serpent Collection creates an alluring 
focal point in its surroundings. The 
twisting form flows from tight to gentle 
curves, creating a beautifully organic 
shape with a strong sense of fluidity. 
An instant design classic.

Serpent Dining Table H74 L190 D115
Sasha Dining Chairs H103 W43 D53
Serpent Sideboard H76 L174 D59
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Serpent Dining Table H74 L190 D115
Serpent Dining Chairs H100 W42 D55
Serpent Sideboard H76 L174 D59
Serpent Dining Tables small, medium, large
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Serpent Coffee Table H40 L135 D85 

Serpent Console Table  H75 L120 D46 
Serpent Lamp Table H61 L60 D50
Serpent Shelves [set of 2] H53 L86 D20
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Atlas Sideboard H74 L140/180 W48
Atlas Dining Table small, medium, large
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The Atlas Collection is a modern 
classic; with a distinctive curved shape 
and outstretched arms that stands 
poised beneath the glass tops, the Atlas 
collection’s ‘waisted’ design allows light 
to pass around the core creating a 
lithe silhouette.

ATLAS

Atlas Dining Table H75 L210 D110
Embrace Dining Chair H107 W50 D60
Wave Console Table H74 L120 D36
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Atlas Coffee Table H40 L120 D80

Atlas Console Table H74 L120 D36
Atlas Media Table H45 L120 D46
Atlas Lamp Table H60 L50 D60
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EMBRACE
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The Embrace Collection of living 
and bedroom furniture is a subtle and 
charming early Tom Schneider design. 
Each piece features curved sides that 
arc inwards to create an enticing shape 
that invites the gaze.

Embrace 5ft/6ft Bed with sides H75 L187/218 D220
- further sizes and options available
Embrace Bedside Table H60 L50 D38
Embrace Wardrobe H210 L99 D64
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Embrace Chest 6-Drawers H120 L100 D55
Embrace Sideboard 3 door, 1drawer H81 L154 D56
- Further size, door and drawer options available in this range



STORAGE 
AND SHELVING

Slinky Shelves slim H200 L45 D28
Slinky Shelves wide H200 L80 D28
Kara Nest of  Tables H50 L52 D38
Slinky CD/DVD Shelves H114 W26 D17

Wave Console Storage H74 L107 D38
- Available with shelves or shoe rack as shown
Flame Shelves H198 W40 D18

With shapely designs and features including push to open and 
soft close doors, our collection of practical storage solutions 
and attractive shelving units will nest your essentials in style.



ESSENTIALS
COLLECTION
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Wave Lounge Chair H84 W80 D73
Eclipse Sofa H85 L180 D60

Eclipse Wall Light H170 W28 D12

Dune Bar Stool H74 W42 D42
Wave Console Table H74 L120 D36

Selected from our 

extensive range of 

beautifully designed 

furniture, pieces from this 

capsule collection can 

easily be combined with 

all our designs to create a 

stylish, cohesive space.
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ESSENTIALS
COLLECTION

Caress Mirror with Stand H179 L79 D27
Elle TV Stand 32-42” H132 W115 D35 or 
42-50” H32 W139 D35
Eclipse TV Unit H47 L88 D47 or H47 L111 D48
Eclipse Console Table H60 L82 D38
Eclipse Lamp Table H60 L50 D28
Grace Sideboard H82 L150 D48 or H82 L200 D50

Address: Rowlandson House - 289-293 Ballards Lane - London - N12 8NP
Tel: +44 20 8446 9700  -  Email: info@tomschneider.co.uk

www.tomschneider.co.uk
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